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FUTURE EW COULD MEAN A CHANGED HUMAN ROLE IN COUNTERING THREATS
EW must evolve to counter the challenges of hypersonic weapons - weapons that will deliver their
lethal effect too fast for humans alone to manage effective platform defence, Paul Bradbeer, EWOS
Technical Sales Manager for Cohort plc company MASS will tell the conference at EW Europe 2017.
Bradbeer maintains that future weapons engagements will present scant warning cues to platforms,
and will be delivered so fast that traditional man-in–the loop responses will be unable to cope with
them.
The development of weapons such as hypersonic missiles could place the advantage with the
aggressor. Certain current platforms, such as naval ships, rely on legacy command and control
systems that are often based on human thinking, decision making and communication -thereby
increasing the risk to them from new and evolving threats.
The key to countering these emerging threats will be to use machine learning to automate EW
responses, maximising such defensive capability by exploiting every piece of information available to
the platform: establishing and filling platform information gaps, using data to locate your position in
someone else’s Kill Chain, and then taking effective action to disrupt the Kill Chain.
“In future, we will need machines to interpret these indicators and assess the likely sequence of
events. The response could involve machine-led re-configuration of combat systems and initiation
of countermeasures” says Bradbeer.
Another essential element of future EW Operational Support will be incorporating cyber techniques
into our toolkit in the same way that we have with traditional Electronic Countermeasures.
MASS’ experience in providing world-leading EW Operational Support services and solutions,
including EW and Intelligence Mission data management, puts it at the forefront of developing
solutions to support the evolving role of EW.
“We recognise the need to expand the current narrow range of electronic countermeasure
technologies and incorporate disciplines like cyber. At MASS, we have all the core skills in terms of
traditional countermeasures expertise and we are working to develop our ability further to integrate
cyber as part of Threat Vulnerability Analysis and Countermeasure Development” says Bradbeer.
MASS will be on stand 51 at EW Europe
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Notes to Editors:
Cohort plc is an independent technology company and the parent company of four innovative, agile
and responsive businesses, EID, MASS, MCL and SEA, providing a wide range of services and
products for UK, Portugal and international customers in defence, security and related markets.
www.cohortplc.com
MASS, acquired by Cohort plc in 2006, is an Electronic Warfare Operational Support, Cyber Security,
Secure ICT networks and Support to Operations business serving customers primarily in defence and
security markets. MASS delivers tailored, integrated solutions that are critical to customers’ ability to
deliver effective operations. An intrinsic expertise in system engineering and project management
enables MASS to deliver through-life capability in the form of high technology solutions, training and
trusted managed services, underpinned by a contract research and development capability. MASS
also utilises these capabilities to serve the government, business and education markets.
Based near St. Neots, Cambridgeshire, with a state-of-the-art training facility in Lincoln, MASS
employs over 290 people, including operational and technical experts, academics, engineers and
technical specialists.
www.mass.co.uk
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